
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Newsletter – March, 2016 
 
New format newsletter – as part of my role on the Board I have taken on the role of creating a newsletter 
to keep the members updated about events at the current course, for our club as a whole and in relation to 
the new course, Windross Farm. 
 
I apologise up front for the basic nature of the newsletter format but content is hopefully more important 
than format! Let me know if you disagree. Please also let me know if there are items you would like me to 
include in future months issues. 
 
This month’s newsletter is brief but that has been due to time and I hope we can add much more in the 
future months, including both men’s and ladies results from the club and our pennant teams. 
 
Blair Smith – Editor (b.d.smith@xtra.co.nz if you want to send me comments or content) 
 
Mens Match Play Champs – Semi Finals 
 
Senior   Ewen Dawe vs Mark Lewis and Nick Shadlock vs Craig McGregor 
 
Intermediate  Sidhu Singh vs Todd Mayson and Kazutoshi Asami vs Ed Browne 
 
Junior  Tim Ryan vs Shane Rahmann and Paul Peckston vs Graham Walker 
 
C Grade Roy Bull vs Colin Tilley and Mai Lelaulu vs Don Collier 
 
Good luck to all the semi finalists for Saturday. The finals will be played on Sunday. 
 
On a more disappointing note there were a number of members who qualified for the match play champs 
and then defaulted their first round matches. This is an area we need to address as it means that some 
players missed out on qualifying. Please all be aware of the commitment that you are making when you 
enter club events that run over a number of weeks. While illness is understandable this was not the reason 
given by many who pulled out. 
 
 
Mens Presidents Pennants 
 
After 2 good team wins to start the season the team fell 2-6 to Titirangi on Sunday at Howick. While the 
team may be disappointed they remain in an excellent position and are well placed to make the all-
important play offs. The next round is Sunday 13 March. Good luck to the team and the other teams that 
are representing the club. I will ensure all team results are included in future months. 
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Members Meeting 15 March, 7:00pm  
 
We are holding another members meeting to provide updates on progress on the new course, Windross 
Farm. Updates on the course and clubhouse will be given with hopefully some of the latest images able to 
be displayed as a result of a drone flyover that is about to happen and will form part of the new website 
that is being built. 
 
The changes proposed to the constitution will be discussed and a date for a Special Meeting announced at 
which we would like to have the changes approved. 
 
What will likely be the last site visit before we move to Windross Farm will be held in April/May, a date is 
being finalised for this also. Watch out in next months newsletter. 
 
 
Course Care 
 
It has been noticed on a regular basis that both members and visitors are not using the sand buckets when 
they play. If we are to maintain the current course in excellent condition we need to all play our part. It is 
easy to say that it is visitors that cause damage but when you play take note of how you look after our 
course and make sure others are treating it right also. 
 
This includes the practice facilities which take a long time to recover if we don’t use them correctly. Look 
for the signs that show the right way to spread divots and please remember to also repair any pitch marks 
on the chipping green. 
 
 
 
 
Green Staff – they have the right of way!  
 
Please show some respect and understanding to our green staff when you are playing and they are 
working on the hole you are playing. If they have the pin out please wait for them to finish before you play 
into the green. They only do essential work during the day and always endeavour to disrupt play for as 
little time as possible. Waiting a few minutes shouldn’t affect your game that much and it will result in a 
better course for us all to enjoy. 
 
 
 
Standard of Dress 
 
Please remember to follow the dress code that we have in place. If you or visitors do not then the staff of 
the golf shop have the right to prevent you from playing on the course. Please remember that the golf 
shop staff are just doing their jobs, so please don’t put them in a difficult position. 
 
 
 
Liquor Licence 
 
Another reminder to all our members and their guests that you CANNOT take alcohol onto the golf course 
regardless of if you buy it from the shop or bring it from home. Recent changes in the liquor licencing rules 
prevent this and we need to be aware that the consequences of 1 person not following these instructions 
could jeopardise the clubs licence. At this time while we are applying for the new licence at Windross Farm 
it is even more important as we need to obtain a new licence and the work and cost required to do this is 
significant and we would all like to be able to have a drink to celebrate our arrival at Windross Farm in 
September! 
 
 



 
 

 
 
Course Guide 
 
With only 6 months to go and in order to increase members’ interest and awareness of the new course we 
are going to feature 3 holes each month from the new course. We will highlight them on the course map, 
show photos of each hole from various places and also provide a commentary on how the holes are 
expected to be played, much like a simple course guide. The goal is to create a Course Guide that will be 
available for sale at the Golf Shop at Windross Farm. 
 
As we are still completing the front nine we will feature holes in reverse order, starting this month with 
holes 16 -18. Please note we don’t yet have names for each hole, but feel free to share your thoughts! 
 
As for the photos, I have taken these for the purpose of this newsletter but feel free to share them with 
your friends who want to know what is happening at Windross Farm. More professional photos will be 
available on the new website in the near future. 
  



Hole 16 – Par 4, Back 327m, Club 315m and Ladies 272. 
 
A medium length par 4 that doglegs to the left around the lake. There is plenty of room to bail out to the 
right. Use the power poles in the distance to help you with a line to take off the tee. A bunker in the middle 
of the fairway short of the green will obscure the view of the green for those in the centre or right of the 
fairway. The green is 2 tier and will require good distance control as the hole plays downwind normally. 
There are no bunkers around the green but chipping from the swales on either side will be challenging. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  



Hole 17 – Par 3, Back 180m, Club 130m, Ladies 111m.  
 
A strong par 3 back into the prevailing wind, this hole will require a well struck shot to find the green that 
has a lake on the left and a bunker and mounds on the right. The green has a distinct front and rear 
section, separated by a small spine. The rear section slopes away from the tee just to make it more 
problematic. Only 1 bunker on the right but it wont be an easy up and down from there as the green runs 
away from you toward the lake. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  



Hole 18, Par 5, Back 466m, Club 433m, Ladies 413m. 
 
A good par 5 into the wind to finish with OOB up the right side off the tee and then a lake to the right of 
your layup and the green. Aim just right of fairway bunker off the tee if you want to take the hole on as 
you will then be able to see the green for your second. If you aim at the bunker it is the widest part of the 
fairway, but it will mean a blind second shot and remember that lake up the right! The green has 3 distinct 
tiers, so be on the right one or you will be working hard to not 3 putt in front of your friends watching from 
the nearby clubhouse. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 


